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Abstract
Finding and visualizing semantic relations among tags within a tag cloud enhances user experience, particularly regarding access to and retrieval of web pages on social tagging systems. Several approaches have been proposed to visualize tag relations in these systems. However, results of previous research rely on qualitative evaluation methods, and do not provide robust and sound comparison criteria. In order to allow quantitative evaluation we present a benchmark social tagging dataset, where a subset of 140 tags from a well-known social bookmarking site, Delicious, have been manually categorized according to the Open Directory Project (ODP). The manual categorization is utilized as a ground truth that enables quantitative evaluation providing a way of inferring the best of different clustering approaches. With this dataset we also explore different tag representation approaches to present a reorganized tag cloud by using Self Organizing Maps. In addition, we present an approach to enrich the resultant tag cloud with the most characteristic terms for each tag and group of tags, making possible a further filtered navigation, both by tag and document content, and easing a deeper qualitative evaluation of the clusters.
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1. Introduction
Social bookmarking is an application of social media that has succeeded as a means to ease information search and sharing. Social bookmarking sites allow users to collaboratively annotate with tags the web pages they like. Thanks to this collaborative philosophy, vast amounts of tags provided by large communities of users are aggregated on web pages, producing enormous collections of annotations that have shown to be helpful for improving information management tasks (Heymann et al., 2008; Zheng and Li, 2011; Sun et al., 2011).

Different from classical taxonomies, where there are predefined categories, tags from social bookmarking systems rely on an uncontrolled vocabulary, producing a tag set that is not finite. The great flexibility offered by this feature also makes information organization and access more challenging for the research community. In these systems, the tag set annotated on a web page becomes more and more representative as the number of annotations grows (Zubiaga et al., 2009b). In addition, while an information need can be defined as a query in an information retrieval approach, on social bookmarking sites the information need is a tag provided by users to obtain an ordered list of resources related to that tag. After this, the systems provide a list of related tags, allowing to navigate through the collection. But this is not the only way to access to information in these systems.

In order to enable visual browsing, social bookmarking systems typically provide an interface model known as tag cloud. These clouds are one of the main ways of browsing and discovering web documents on social bookmarking systems, as a structure that provides a visual summary of the most popular topics in the collection. Tag clouds
comprise between 50 and 200 of the most popular tags on the site, where the more popular is a tag, the bigger is its font size. Sometimes, tags are sorted alphabetically, randomly, or using other non-semantic orderings. Therefore, an open issue is to identify inter-related tags within tag clouds and relations among their contents in order to enhance the browsing phase in social tagging systems. This is one of the main aims of this paper.

Recent research has focused on getting further organizations of tags in a tag cloud by considering semantic relations among tags. In this work, we focus on the semantic reorganization of a tag cloud based on the identification of groups of inter-related tags by using clustering techniques. Despite the increasing interest on the task, no effort has been invested on comparing the performance of different tag representations, and the analysis and evaluation of experiments has limited to qualitative criteria.

As far as we know, there is not a Gold Standard to evaluate semantic tag clustering, and the datasets used in the evaluation of different approaches differ from each other. Even though some of them become from the same social tagging system, the crawling criteria (time frame, size, etc.) and subsequent filtering or reduction criteria (frequency, unification of morphological variations, number of tagging users, etc.) vary. In this paper, we present a benchmark collection for a quantitative tag clustering evaluation in social bookmarking sites. We have manually grouped this tagged document collection, enabling the external evaluation and comparison of different tag clustering approaches, and it is available for the research community.

Moreover, we propose the enrichment of our grouped tag cloud with lists of the most relevant terms associated both to individual tags and to tag groups, so that it makes easier to establish and analyze semantic relations among tags and their associated web pages content. Relevant terms are extracted by means of language modeling techniques applied to document contents. Thus, the enhanced tag cloud turns into a richer one that provides a more versatile way to visualize and navigate through tags and terms. So, the aim of this enhanced tag cloud is to improve information access in social tagging sites in a wide sense.

Besides, the proposed tag cloud enrichment methodology allows us to carry out a qualitative analysis of the coherence between tags and their associated textual content. It also allows social tagging sites to suggest related tags, as well as to improve tasks like feed subscription services for tag sets, among others.

The remainder of this document is organized as follows. Next, in Section 2 we provide background related to social bookmarking systems. In Section 3 we summarize and contextualize the earlier research in the field. We continue with the description and analysis of the social tagging dataset, as well as presenting the process to create the ground truth for evaluation in Section 4. We present the different approaches for the reorganization of a tag cloud in Section 5, and continue by describing the quantitative evaluation measures, and presenting and analyzing the results in Section 6. We show an additional qualitative evaluation that relies on underlying terminology in Section 7. We conclude the paper in Section 8.

2. Social Bookmarking

In social bookmarking, tagging is an open way to assign tags to web pages in order to facilitate future retrieval. In practice, users annotating a resource tend to provide different tags from each other, so that aggregating their annotations makes the result even more representative. For instance, a user could tag this paper as "social-tagging, clustering, evaluation and delicious" whereas another user could use "paper, research" and "tagging" to annotate it. As a result of a community annotating web pages, the whole set of tags used in the site creates a tag-based organization, so-called folksonomy. A folksonomy is also known as a community-based taxonomy, where the classification scheme is non-hierarchical, and the vocabulary of tags is open insofar as users can freely define their own tags.

On social bookmarking systems, there is a set of users (\(U\)), who are posting bookmarks (\(B\)) for resources (\(R\)) annotated by tags (\(T\)). Each user \(u_i \in U\) can post a bookmark \(b_{ij} \in B\) of a resource \(r_j \in R\) with a set of tags \(T_{ij} = \{t_{1i}, \ldots, t_{pi}\}\), with a variable number \(p\) of tags. After \(k\) users posted \(r_j\), it is described with a weighted set of tags \(T_j = \{w_1 t_1, \ldots, w_n t_n\}\), where \(w_1, \ldots, w_n \leq k\) represent the number of assignments of a specific tag. Accordingly, each bookmark is a triple of a user, a resource, and a set of tags: \(b_{ij} : u_i \times r_j \times T_{ij}\). Thus, each user saves bookmarks of different resources, and a resource has bookmarks made by different users. The result of aggregating tags within bookmarks by a user is known as the persononomy of the user: \(T_i = \{w_1 t_{1i}, \ldots, w_m t_{mi}\}\), where \(m\) is the number of different tags in the persononomy of \(u_i\).
The nature of social bookmarking sites offers multiple positive aspects, like for instance: (i) since different users tag the same resource, a weighted list of tags can be inferred by general consent, and (ii) the openness of the vocabulary allows users to create non-existing tags that emerge with current affairs or personal needs.

On the other hand, however, the openness of the vocabulary presents several issues, such as: (i) different tags can be synonymous or related (e.g., photo and photography), (ii) tags with different levels of specificity can be hypernyms/hyponyms (e.g., programming and java), (iii) tags can also be polysemous (e.g., library, which could mean both a place containing books and a collection of sub-programs), and (iv) the purpose of a tag can be any of a factual tag (e.g., design), a subjective tag (e.g., interesting), or a personal tag (e.g., toread) (Sen et al., 2006). The issues arose from the open vocabulary of social bookmarking systems makes the management of tags more challenging, reinforcing the need of an approach to better handle tags.

Even though this work does not deal specifically with the above issues, the analysis of the experiments provides further insight on why and when they happen.

3. Related Work

With the emergence and popularity of social tagging systems, there has been an increasing interest in discovering semantic relations among social tags (Garcia-Silva et al., 2011), arising different approaches.

Recently, Dattolo et al. (2011) present an approach for detecting groups of similar tags and relationships among them. The authors apply clustering processes to find different categories of related tags, presenting three ways of calculating tag weights within a graph: intersection (co-occurrence between tags), Jaccard (normalized co-occurrences), and a more complex approach that considers additional distributional measures of tags in a vector space representation. They only perform a qualitative evaluation over a reduced set of top 20 tags, a group of tags known to be ambiguous, and a set of subjective tags. Their results show that using a normalized co-occurrence weighted (Jaccard) returns much better results than intersection (absolute co-occurrences): tags which are less popular but still shared within sub-communities tend to be ranked higher exposing the vocabularies typical of their domains of interest.

In Vandic et al. (2011), the authors propose a method to improve search on social tagging systems by clustering syntactic variations of tags with the same meaning. They use the cosine similarity based on co-occurrence vectors for measuring semantic relatedness. Their syntactic clustering approach has a lower error rate than an earlier approach introduced by Specia and Motta (2007), by using a combination of shallow pre-processing strategies and statistical techniques together with knowledge provided on the semantic web. More specifically, other authors have shown their concern about improving the navigation through tag clouds. Deutsch et al. (2011) propose clustering tags within a tag cloud to help enhance user experience. They present a study on the strengths and weaknesses of using tag clouds in common Web-based contexts. They also analyze different methods for semantic clustering to visualize tag clouds, but they do not provide any comparative evaluation among them. Venetis et al. (2011) present an analysis of algorithms to select the tags that will be shown in the tag cloud. They evaluate tag clouds produced by different algorithms by assuming an ideal user model. However, they do not present any clustering approach that shows related tags nearby.

Regarding tag representation approaches, many of the works consider co-occurrences among tags, whereas a few rely on the textual content of the tagged documents.

Some of the approaches using tag co-occurrences to organize related tags into groups apply graph-based clustering algorithms. In man Au Yeung et al. (2007), a graph of tagged resources is created, where edges are defined among resources with shared tags. This graph is subsequently divided to find clusters of resources and related tags, in order to disambiguate tags that could be related to several topics. In Begelman et al. (2006), they build an undirected graph representing the tag space, where the vertices correspond to tags, and the edges between them represent their co-occurrence frequency. The tag space is built with the pairs of tags that co-occur more frequently than expected, by looking for a cut-off point above which a pair of tags is considered strongly related. The authors obtain clusters of related tags using a clustering algorithm based on the spectral bisection. In Karydis et al. (2009), the authors focus on spectral clustering algorithms, working on a similarity graph that connects every item to its k nearest neighbors (k-NN) and mapping each item to a feature space defined by eigenvectors of the similarity graph. They build a Laplacian tensor and this is decomposed to run a K-means clustering algorithm in eigenvector space. This approach is applied to tagged music information, and to exploit users-items-tags relationships.
Tag co-occurrence has been also used to generate subtrees of related tags. In Schmitz (2006), the author proposes a subsumption based model derived from the co-occurrence of tags by inducing faceted ontology from Flickr.com tag usage. In this case, tag co-occurrence model is used to define when tag X potentially subsumes tag Y. In Wu et al. (2006), the authors use information from the co-occurrence of tags, resources and users in a probabilistic generative model to automatically derive the emergent semantic of tags. They define a multidimensional conceptual space, where each dimension represents a special category of knowledge included in social annotation data. Such conceptual space helps disambiguate tags, and it groups synonymous tags together in concepts. They use this model in a semantic search and discovery system. Mika (2007) discovers sets of clusters of semantically related tags using co-occurrence information. In his Concept-Instance graph links between tags are weighted by the number of instances that are tagged with both tags. He uses a tripartite graph model involving users (actors), tags (concepts) and resources (instances of concepts or objects) and builds graphs relating both tags with users and tags with resources. Then, he applies network analysis techniques to discover sets of tag clusters. In Specia and Motta (2007), the clustering process is based on the similarity among tags given by their co-occurrence, where a tag is represented using the intersection with each other tag in the whole tag set. In this work, the authors envisaged tag space enrichment with semantic relations by exploring online ontologies. The work of Angeletou et al. (2007) is based on Specia and Motta (2007), and also rely on online ontologies to obtain semantic enrichment of folksonomy tags, taking as input clusters of implicitly related tags.

Textual content has also been considered to represent and find inter-related tags. In Brooks and Montanez (2006) the authors analyzed document similarity based on weighted word frequency using the TF-IDF term weighting function. They grouped documents sharing tags into clusters, and then compared the similarity of all documents within a cluster, by means of the average pairwise cosine similarity and an agglomerative algorithm. In Zubiaga et al. (2009a) we present a methodology to obtain and visualize a cloud of related tags based on the use of Self-Organizing Maps, where relations among tags are established taking into account the textual content of the tagged documents. Although the resultant tag cloud was promising, we did not compare the content based representation with other co-occurrence based representations, and no quantitative evaluation was done. These issues are treated in present work.

Regarding tag visualization, the most common ways of creating visually oriented representations of tagging data consist in using tags as search facets and tag clouds. Visualization is often an important way to elucidate semantic heterogeneity in information space navigations. The lack of meaningful spatial interpretations in tag clouds has already been addressed by several authors. For instance, in Hassan-Montero and Herrero-Solana (2006) a bisecting K-Means algorithm is used to organize similar tags close to each other. An alternative solution is to add interactivity to tag clouds, e.g., when hovering over a tag will highlight similar tags from the rest to support understanding of associations between different tags.

In this context, in addition to other clustering algorithms, Self-Organizing Maps have been used to cluster related tags. An advantage of SOMs over other methods is that the clustering step itself produces a graphical map of the folksonomy. Other visualization approaches like graph-based clustering methods, such as that by Simpson (2008), have also been used to produce a visual graph of tags, but these graphs are often more complex, with many edges, and require more expensive layout algorithms. The visualization capabilities of SOMs provide an intuitive way of representing the distribution of data as well as the object similarities. In Sbodio and Simpson (2009) tags are clustered by means of a SOM, using a tag representation based on co-occurrence among tags. Once the map is trained, the authors use it to classify new tagged documents, but no quantitative evaluation is carried out.

Risi et al. (2008) use a SOM and U-Map techniques to visualize and cluster tagged music data from Last.fm. This work relies on tagging patterns to discover relations among them, e.g., they group tags containing the string ‘rock’. A similar work is presented by Chen et al. (2009). Both of them calculate semantic similarities between tags by means of co-occurrences and other measures like the TF-IDF weighting function, euclidean distance and cosine similarity. Nonetheless, their approaches are not automated but manual, and they manually define similar words to be clustered, so their systems do not allow to easily update the clustered tag cloud. Other works that use Self Organizing Maps to find related tags are Li and Zhu (2008) and Gabrielson and Gabrielson (2006).

Regarding evaluation processes, Markines et al. (2009) relied on Wordnet as the semantic grounding to compute tag similarity measures. In particular they rank tag pairs by their Jiang-Conrath distance Jiang and Conrath (1997), which combines taxonomic and information-theoretic knowledge. However, the authors themselves showed a limited

1http://www.last.fm is a popular social bookmarking site, where music-related resources like artists and songs can be tagged by users.
coverage of Wordnet on Bibsonomy, with an overlap of about 29% of the tags. Likewise, Cattuto et al. (2008) showed a limited coverage of about 61% by Wordnet on tags from Delicious. Different from Markines et al. (2009), our benchmark presents a categorization of all the tags in the tag cloud, considering also tags that have no entry in Wordnet.

Our work is the first to present and analyze a quantitative evaluation method that allows further comparison of different clustering and tag representation approaches. We introduce a benchmark social tagging dataset along with a manual classification of the top tags, and apply external evaluation measures to a set of experiments on the dataset. We also perform a qualitative evaluation of our results relying on language models techniques to extract terminology associated to each tag and group of tags. These techniques not only allow a deeper and thorougher analysis of the resulting cloud, but also provide useful information to extend user possibilities to access the information represented by the cloud.

4. The DeliciousT140 Dataset

Evaluating tag clustering is an open problem because there is no benchmark dataset with an ideal solution to compare with the clustering system answer. This work provides a benchmark dataset, allowing its use as Gold Standard in tag clustering tasks. Along with the documents and tagging data, we present a manual tag classification, where each tag was classified in a taxonomy with 24 categories. While other works evaluate results in a qualitative manner, the proposed benchmark also enables to perform a quantitative evaluation.

4.1. Collecting Annotated Web Pages

We collected a set of web documents with their corresponding tag annotations from Delicious during June 2008. We started from the 140 most popular tags of the site, that is, the whole tag cloud (in the following T140). Then, we monitored new posts for each tag in T140, obtaining 379,931 unique URLs. Relying on this list of URLs, we queried Delicious for getting the number of users who posted each URL, as well as their weighted lists of top tags. Thus, each URL is attached to an amount $k$ of annotators, and a list of weighted tags $T = \{w_1t_1, ..., w_n t_n\}$, where $n$ is at most 25, limited by the social bookmarking site at the time of the dataset generation. Along with the social tags from Delicious, we crawled all those URLs to get their HTML content.

Once we downloaded the content and tagging data, we filtered the collection to the English-written documents. This led to 144,574 documents, with 67,104 different tags annotated. This dataset is available as a benchmark for tag clustering evaluation.

4.2. Creating a Benchmark for Tag Cloud Clustering

In order to perform the manual grouping, we relied on the Open Directory Project (ODP) as a well-known and consolidated taxonomy. Two assessors independently grouped the tags in T140 according to their relatedness to one of the categories of ODP. The manual grouping was carried out in a procedure of two iterations. In the first iteration, the top level categories of ODP were taken into account. Each of the two assessors manually assigned one of the 16 top level categories of ODP to each tag in T140 following these steps: (1) they entered each tag as a term query in the search box on ODP; (2) if the assessor agreed with the first level category with the most matches for the tag, then the tag was assigned to that category; otherwise, the assessor suggested another category of the same level for the tag; (3) after both assessors annotated the 140 tags, they met, discussed their decisions, and finally produced a single manual grouping of the tags.

The assessors utilized 12 of the top level categories, and also added a miscellanea category, Others, resulting: Arts, Business, Computers, Games, Health, Home, Science, News, Recreation, Reference, Society, Shopping, and Others. The result of this manual grouping showed an imbalance of the Computers category as compared to the rest, since Computers contained 64 of the 140 tags. This fact clearly showed the bias of the collection towards computational topics. This was the main reason why the assessors decided to use subcategories in the second level instead of the

---

2 http://nlp.uned.es/social-tagging/delicioust140/
3 http://www.dmoz.org/ - The ODP is a human-edited directory of web pages, constructed and maintained by a global community of volunteer editors.
Computers top level category. Thus, in the second iteration of the manual grouping, Computers was divided into finer granularity categories. The procedure followed by the assessors in order to assign a computer subcategory to a tag was the same as in the first iteration.

Some tags were grouped in a different category to that with the highest number of matches in ODP. For instance, the tag productivity, according to ODP would belong to Computers, whereas the assessors agreed in that it should belong to Business category. Another example is the tag politics, which had the most matches in the Regional ODP category, and the assessors finally decided to group it in Society. This happened with 19 tags: .net, 2008, article, articles, book, books, cool, environment, design, diy, food, green, images, politics, productivity, social, teaching, visualization, and work. In addition, to take into account the computer topics bias of the collection the following changes of assignments were made: library, tool and tools tags were considered of the Programming category; audio, music, video and videos were moved to Multimedia category; and tech was moved to Science category. Table 1 shows final grouping made up by 24 different categories.

Notice that most of the times the assessors agreed about the most frequent category proposed by ODP. Therefore, we think this manual categorization provide, in general, a good benchmark when the tags are monosemous or when they are used with its more frequent meaning. However, when tags are polysemous and are used with a specific domain meaning, this manual categorization could lead a good grouping to count like a mistake.

5. Tag Cloud Reorganization

In this Section, we describe the tag representation approaches we study in the experiments and the Self-Organizing Map we use as a clustering algorithm.

5.1. Tag Representation

The great majority of approaches to represent tags are based on co-occurrences among tags. As far as we know, there is not any comparison between the co-occurrence representation and any other representation based on the textual content of the annotated web documents. At the heart of both approaches is the same kind of information, but they stress in a different way. On the one hand, both take into account the document content, one in an explicit way (content based) and the other in an implicit way (co-occurrence based), since considering tag co-occurrences assumes relations among contents from the tagged documents. On the other hand, both use tag co-occurrence data: one in an...
explicit way (co-occurrence based) and the other in an implicit way (content based), since the content of a document
can take part in the representation of more than one tag we take into account co-occurrence information in an implicit
way.

In this paper, we tried these two approaches described above to represent tags in order to reorganize a tag cloud:
representation by tag co-occurrence, and by textual document content. In both cases we use the Vector Space Model
(VSM). Our study compares these two approaches using our benchmark to evaluate tag clustering results.

5.1.1. Representation by Tag Co-occurrence

User posts present interesting features to represent tags. When a user tags a document, the implicit semantics of
the tag is assigned to document content. Since we considered only popular tags (only the 140 tags in the tag cloud
are taken into account) we can expect the user posts converged, and these tags will fit the documents they represent
quite well. So, we are taking into account information provided by user classification, in such a way that we could
say we are building a tag representation based on human knowledge. Moreover, this classification was performed by
a large number of users. Therefore, if we find two highly posted tags labeling the same document, we can assume
the document content is related to both of them. Thus, if this tag co-occurrence is found in several documents, being
the number of documents large enough to be representative in our dataset, we can conclude that a relation between those
tags exists, due to the fact that system users posted the same documents with both of them. From this assumption
we formulate our main hypothesis for co-occurrence based tag representation: the greater the number of documents
tagged by the same tags, the greater the similarity among these tags is.

Based on these ideas, we propose four different tag weighting functions. In addition to tag co-occurrences, another
variable in our scheme that should be pointed out is user post count. We used it to choose relevant tags in order to
be sure about tag convergence. For each tag we build a vector representing its degree of co-occurrence with every
tag within T140. Therefore, we obtained 140 vectors with 140 dimensions each, one per tag. Hence, each vector
component corresponds to a different T140 tag, and the value set for this component, hereafter tag weight, measures
the degree of co-occurrence between the tag corresponding to that component and the tag represented by the vector.
Equation 1 shows how a tag vector is organized:

\[ Tag_i = (W_{tag_i, tag_1}, \ldots, W_{tag_i, tag_j}, \ldots, W_{tag_i, tag_{140}}) \land tag_i \in T140 \]  

being \( Tag_i \) the vector representation of tag \( i \), and \( W_{tag_i, tag_j} \) the weight between tag \( i \) and tag \( j \).

Thus, the tag vectors corresponding to the whole collection (140 vectors) make up the following matrix:

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
W_{tag_1, tag_1} & W_{tag_1, tag_2} & \cdots & W_{tag_1, tag_{140}} \\
W_{tag_2, tag_1} & W_{tag_2, tag_2} & \cdots & W_{tag_2, tag_{140}} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
W_{tag_{140}, tag_1} & W_{tag_{140}, tag_2} & \cdots & W_{tag_{140}, tag_{140}}
\end{pmatrix}
\]  

(2)

So far, we have defined the vector space used to represent tags. We have also talked about the weighting functions
used to build the vectors and the main ideas we took into account to choose them. Now, we will define in detail each of
the weighting functions. We consider three main features to be combined with “the number of documents tagged with
both tags”: (i) the minimum document frequency between tags, (ii) the maximum tag document frequency between
tags, and (iii) the number of documents tagged with at least one of the tags. We combine these 3 weights to define 4
different weighting functions:

- **Document frequency of the intersection of two tags** (Equation 3): the absolute number of documents in the
dataset tagged with both tags.

In this case, we make use directly of the main hypothesis previously formulated. This function is not normalized
to the dataset dimension and so, its values will not be relative but absolute within the dataset.

\[ W_{tag_i, tag_j} = df(tag_i \cap tag_j) \]  

(3)
• Document frequency of the intersection of two tags over document frequency of the union of those tags
  (Equation 4): this function represents the Jaccard similarity coefficient. If two tags have a high Jaccard score,
  then they almost always occur in the dataset as a pair, and one will almost never occur in the absence of the
  other. This function also assumes the main hypothesis, but in this case, the values are scaled-down by the
  number of documents tagged with one of the tags.

\[
W_{\text{union}, \text{tag}_i, \text{tag}_j} = \frac{df(\text{tag}_i \cap \text{tag}_j)}{df(\text{tag}_i \cup \text{tag}_j)}
\]  

The Jaccard similarity coefficient has been assumed by several tag clustering studies like Simpson (2008) and
Sbodio and Simpson (2009), reason why we consider this tag weighting function within our baseline. However,
its appropriateness as compared to other measures has not yet been shown. In this work, we also aim to show
whether or not Jaccard is suitable for the task.

• Document frequency of the intersection of two tags over the minimum tag document frequency between
  them (Equation 5): in this case we adjust the value using the minimum tag document frequency of both tags
  in the dataset, in such a way that the greater the number of documents tagged with the least common tag
  in connection with the intersection value, the lower the weight is. This function also assumes the previous
  hypothesis, but in this case, the values are scaled-down by the number of documents tagged with the least
  common tag.

\[
W_{\text{min}, \text{tag}_i, \text{tag}_j} = \frac{df(\text{tag}_i \cap \text{tag}_j)}{\min\{df(\text{tag}_i), df(\text{tag}_j)\}}
\]  

• Document frequency of the intersection of two tags over the maximum tag document frequency between
  them (Equation 6): the weight is adjusted with the maximum tag document frequency of both tags in the dataset.
In this weighting function we assume again the initial hypothesis, but unlike the preceding one, the values are
scaled-down by the number of documents tagged with the most common tag.

\[
W_{\text{max}, \text{tag}_i, \text{tag}_j} = \frac{df(\text{tag}_i \cap \text{tag}_j)}{\max\{df(\text{tag}_i), df(\text{tag}_j)\}}
\]  

We would also like to remark that each of the four resulting matrices follows one of the four approaches to calculate
weights between tags and represents the whole tag set. Conceptually, the degree of co-occurrence between two tags
should grow as the weight does.

5.1.2. Representation by Document Content
In order to represent a tag by content, we consider the documents that were annotated with that tag. Specifically,
we limit to the textual content. Since each tag has many documents annotated, we merged the textual content of all
those underlying documents. This approach was first introduced in Zubiaga et al. (2009a).

However, we thought we should not include all the tags in the same way in the document representation, as some
of them may be hardly important because they have lower post count, and because of the associated computational
cost. In order to decide which tags to consider relevant for a document, we needed to set a threshold; in this manner,
only tags with a higher post count than the threshold were selected. We considered the average post count (26)
extrapolating the average in the collection to each and every single document like our threshold (see Figure 1). Hence,
working only with the top ranked tags could be more precise in order to discover document content semantics and to
find relations among the tags in T140 set.

Then, each of the T140 tags was represented by its corresponding documents and instead of representing each
and every document as a vector, we merged all the documents corresponding to a particular tag (hereafter super-
documents). Thus, we obtained 140 super-documents representing the tags in T140. Since a document can belong to
more than one super-document (if it has been tagged with more than one of the 140 tags), documents might represent
more than one tag, and so we would be taking into account co-occurrence information in an implicit way.
The next step is to represent each super-document into the vector space model. First, we removed HTML tags to extract the plain text. After that, we removed the most common stopwords, using an English stoplist, and accomplished a stemming phase with the algorithm by Porter (1980). After applying the TF-IDF term weighting function to find the significance of a feature (word) in tag representation (being the IDF factor $\log \frac{N}{df(t)}$, where $N$ is the collection size and $df(t)$ is the document frequency of a tag $t$), a dimensionality reduction stage was carried out to reduce the number of features per vector: we removed the terms with high (0.6) and low (0.02) document frequency values (Dittenbach et al. (2000)).

The final result of this process was composed by 140 term vectors, corresponding to each of the T140 tags; the vector dimension was 17,518.

5.2. The Self-Organizing Map (SOM)

As a state-of-the-art clustering algorithm, we use Self-Organizing Maps (SOM) (Kohonen, 1990, 2001) in this work. SOM has proven to be a effective way not only to organize information, but also to visualize it, and even to allow content addressable searches (Vesanto and Alhoniemi, 2000; Dittenbach et al., 2000; Russell et al., 2002; Perelomov et al., 2002; Roh et al., 2003; Jieh-Haur and Chen, 2012; Barrón-Adame et al., 2012).

Kohonen’s Self-Organizing Maps are unsupervised neural network architectures that use competitive learning in order to produce a spatial-topological relationship between the reference vectors of each neuron in a Vector Space Model (VSM); after a training process, and depending on high dimensional input vectors. The neurons are arranged as a regular node grid, usually with 2 dimensions. Thus, after the training phase, similar inputs to the map will produce nearby outputs into the node grid.

The SOM size was set to 12x12, in order to obtain a square map with a number of neurons close to the number of tags (144 neurons, and 140 tags). In this way, we have at least one neuron per tag. We do not want to force tag grouping due to map size, that is, if the number of tags is greater than the number of neurons, then multiple tags must share the same neuron because there is no space enough to allocate them in separate ones. As far as the lattice is concerned, we chose the rectangular one.

During map training the initial learning rate was set to 0.1, the initial neighborhood was set to 12, equal to map width, and the number of training iterations was 50,000. These values were chosen measuring map quality with the Average Quantization Error (AQE) after several tests with different configurations. AQE measures the average
distance between input vectors and their associated reference vectors in the map. Other issues about the SOM are the
same as in the standard implementation SOMlib4 Dittenbach et al. (2000).

6. Quantitative Evaluation

This section presents the evaluation method we used during the experimentation process, and show the results of
such experiments.

6.1. External Evaluation Measures

There are a number of external evaluation measures to carry out a quantitative evaluation and determine the quality
of a clustering solution. These measures allow us to compare the reference solution with an algorithmic approach.
Let the classes be the reference solution, and let the clusters be the output of the clustering algorithms. The main
differences among the external evaluation measures are the properties they satisfy. In Meila (2003) they study twelve
mathematical constrains in a specific metric. In Amigó et al. (2009) the authors compare five families of metrics
according to four constraints. In the present work we have considered these 4 constraints in order to select the final
evaluation measures:

- **Cluster homogeneity.** Two sets of documents belonging to two different classes should be separated into two
different clusters.
- **Cluster completeness.** Documents of the same class should be in the same cluster.
- **Rag bag.** Introducing disorder into a disordered cluster is less harmful than introducing disorder into a clean
cluster.
- **Clusters size vs. quantity.** A small error in a big cluster would be preferable to a large number of small errors
in small clusters.

The BCubed metrics, $BCubedPrecision$ and $Recall$ (Bagga and Baldwin, 1998), satisfy these four constraints.
Although these metrics were initially proposed to deal with scoring co-reference chains, we adapted them to tag
clustering. In tag clustering, these metrics look at the presence/absence of tags relative to each of the other tags in
the resulting clusters. Given a tag $i$, Equation 7 defines the $BCubedPrecision$, and Equation 8 defines the $BCubedRecall$.

$$BCPrecision_i = \frac{\text{number of correct tags in cluster containing } i}{\text{number of tags in cluster containing } i}$$  
(7)

$$BCCRecall_i = \frac{\text{number of correct tags in cluster containing } i}{\text{number of tags in class containing } i}$$  
(8)

Then, $BCPrecision_i$ is the proportion of correctly related tags in the cluster where tag $i$ is, including itself; and
$BCCRecall_i$ is the proportion of correctly related tags in the class where tag $i$ is, including itself.

The final $BCPrecision$ is given by Equation 9, and the final $BCCRecall$ by Equation 10.

$$BCPrecision = \sum_{i=1}^{N} w_i \times BCPrecision_i$$  
(9)

$$BCCRecall = \sum_{i=1}^{N} w_i \times BCCRecall_i$$  
(10)

where $N$ is the number of tags. Even though in the original proposal of the metrics each item can have a different
weight $w_i$, we assume the same weights for each tag, so that $w_i$ can be defined as $1/N$ in our formula.

4http://www.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/~andi/somlib/
We combine BCubed metrics by means of the F-measure (F1) van Rijsbergen (1974). In our case, F-measure combines BCL\textsubscript{ubed}\text{Precision} and Recall giving the same weight to both; therefore, the resulting combination is the harmonic mean of BC\text{Precision} and BC\text{Recall} (see Equation 11).

\[
F = \frac{2 \times BCL\text{Recall} \times BC\text{Precision}}{BC\text{Precision} + BC\text{Recall}},
\]

where \( F \in [0, 1] \). The closer is the F-measure to 1, the better is the clustering quality.

6.2. Experiments Settings

To facilitate the visualization of the clustered tag cloud, we rely on Kohonen’s Self-Organizing Maps. However, Self-Organizing Map does not generate proper clusters. To this end, we use a partitive clustering algorithm included in the well-known Cluto package\(^5\): Repeated Bisectors with global optimization (\textit{rbr}) (Zhao and Karypis, 2004). This algorithm is used over the output of the Self-Organizing Map in order to structure it into clusters\(^6\), allowing to perform a quantitative evaluation.

We also aimed to know whether the results obtained using the SOM are comparable to those achieved by another state-of-the-art algorithm or not. We followed two different approaches in order to cluster the T140 set, regardless of the representation method. In the first approach, we clustered the input vectors directly using Cluto. In the second approach, we group the input vectors using the SOM, and then we cluster the resulting SOM in order to evaluate the results. Next, we detail these methods in more depth:

- **Baseline: clustering with Cluto package.** In order to cluster tag vectors we used the algorithm described above. We clustered the T140 set once per each representation The number of clusters was set to the number of categories defined by the assessors, i.e., 24. After this process we obtained 5 different clustering solutions: 4 corresponding to the co-occurrence matrices (see Section 5.1.1) and 1 corresponding to the content matrix (see Section 5.1.2). As we clustered the data exactly into the number of groups defined in the manual solution, we can directly evaluate these results comparing them with that solution.

- **SOM-based Approach: clustering the Self-organizing map.** In this approach we trained several SOMs and then we grouped their neurons to obtain the desired clusters. The first step was performed following the process described in Section 5.2. Due to the random initialization, we created five SOMs for each representation, in such a way that the effect of strange results (too bad or too good results) can be alleviated calculating the average. Once the T140 tags were mapped onto the SOM, the next step was to group the neurons using the same algorithm as in the baseline approach. This post-process allows to obtain clusters of neurons so that we can use external evaluation measures. We took each single map unit or neuron as an input vector to Cluto. At this point, we did not take all the SOM units, just those with at least one tag assigned during the first step. The output will be the desired number groups, composed by map neurons. Replacing each neuron by their labels we obtained the final clusters we want to compare with the manual solution. As in the baseline approach, we obtained 5 different clustering solutions: 4 corresponding to the co-occurrence matrices and 1 to the content matrix.

6.3. Results

The experimentation turned into a total of 10 scores: 8 corresponding to combinations of the 2 clustering algorithms and the 4 co-occurrences weighting functions, and the 2 clustering algorithms with the representation by document content.

Table 2 shows the results grouped by algorithm approach, SOM+Cluto and Cluto respectively, accompanied by the average and the standard deviation values. From these results, it can be seen that SOM+Cluto yields the best F-measure performance, but it is comparable to using Cluto on its own. This clarifies the question we set

\(^5\)http://glaros.dtc.umn.edu/gkhome/cluto/cluto/overview

\(^6\)Other algorithm parameters, like the similarity function or the criterion function, were used by default, specifying only the number of clusters we wanted to obtain.
forth in Section 6.2 on whether or not the performance of the SOM is comparable to that by another state-of-the-art algorithm. Looking at average values, it can be observed that the SOM performs similarly when compared to the baseline algorithms, further allowing to visualize the clustered result. Thus, the results show that the SOM is able to group tags as accurately as Cluto does.

Further, Table 3 shows the results of the 10 scores. It shows \textit{BCPrecision}, \textit{BCCRecall} and \textit{F-measure} metrics, in descending order of \textit{F-measure}. The best combination in terms of \textit{F-measure} is SOM with the Cluto \textit{rbr} algorithm using the \textit{W} weighting function (Equation 3).

Table 4 shows the results grouped by tag representation approach. The representations with the best \textit{BCPrecision} and \textit{BCCRecall} are those corresponding to \textit{W} and \textit{W}^{\text{min}} functions. This is valid for both algorithm approaches as can be seen in Table 3, where the 2 best results of each approach are reached respectively with \textit{W} and \textit{W}^{\text{min}} functions. On the other hand, these results show that the \textit{W}^{\text{union}}, namely the Jaccard similarity coefficient, in this case is not the best way of representing co-occurrences, as it was concluded by earlier works such as Dattolo et al. (2011). So, regarding the type of representation and the average \textit{F-measure} values (see Table 4), the 4 co-occurrence weighting functions outperform the representation based on document content. Therefore, it can be seen that the representations based on tag co-occurrence deal better than content-based representations with the tag clustering task. Of the four weighting functions based on co-occurrences, \textit{W} and \textit{W}^{\text{min}} show the best performance, in this order. We believe that this could be a consequence of the imbalanced dataset; thus the weighting functions that normalize taking into account the larger document frequencies (\textit{W}^{\text{max}} and \textit{W}^{\text{union}}) affect clustering in a negative way.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Algorithm</td>
<td>BEP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOM + Cluto</td>
<td>0.433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluto</td>
<td><strong>0.439</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Average and standard deviation values by algorithm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Representation</th>
<th>WF</th>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>BEP</th>
<th>BER</th>
<th>Fm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Co-occurrences</td>
<td>\textit{W}</td>
<td>som+rbr</td>
<td><strong>0.473</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.446</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.459</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-occurrences</td>
<td>\textit{W}^{\text{min}}</td>
<td>som+rbr</td>
<td>0.470</td>
<td>0.413</td>
<td>0.439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-occurrences</td>
<td>\textit{W}</td>
<td>rbr</td>
<td><strong>0.473</strong></td>
<td>0.378</td>
<td>0.420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-occurrences</td>
<td>\textit{W}^{\text{min}}</td>
<td>rbr</td>
<td>0.464</td>
<td>0.367</td>
<td>0.410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-occurrences</td>
<td>\textit{W}^{\text{max}}</td>
<td>som+rbr</td>
<td>0.428</td>
<td>0.385</td>
<td>0.405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-occurrences</td>
<td>\textit{W}^{\text{union}}</td>
<td>som+rbr</td>
<td>0.430</td>
<td>0.381</td>
<td>0.404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-occurrences</td>
<td>\textit{W}^{\text{union}}</td>
<td>rbr</td>
<td>0.452</td>
<td>0.359</td>
<td>0.400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-occurrences</td>
<td>\textit{W}^{\text{max}}</td>
<td>rbr</td>
<td>0.432</td>
<td>0.339</td>
<td>0.380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>TF-IDF</td>
<td>rbr</td>
<td>0.375</td>
<td>0.297</td>
<td>0.332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>TF-IDF</td>
<td>som+rbr</td>
<td>0.363</td>
<td>0.305</td>
<td>0.331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>0.436</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.367</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.398</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std. Deviation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>0.040</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.045</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.041</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Global Ranking With the Final Benchmark

7. Tag Cloud Enrichment: a Deeper Qualitative Evaluation

Tag clustering has many applications mainly focused on suggesting tags and web pages when the user is searching, tagging, subscribing, or browsing in social tagging systems. Using tag clouds to access information presents an opportunity to take advantage of user knowledge to organize information. Figure 2 shows the original tag cloud of Delicious, ordered alphabetically. In order to provide the user not only information of related tags, but also information
from the content of the tagged documents, we propose the enrichment of our grouped tag cloud shown in Figure 3, with information of the most relevant terms associated to both individual tags and neurons. This way it would be easier to establish and analyze relations between tags and their associated content, and it also allows a qualitative evaluation to try to disambiguate polysemic tags.

Table 4: Average and standard deviation values by type of representation for the final benchmark

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Representation</th>
<th>BEP</th>
<th>BER</th>
<th>Fm</th>
<th>BEP</th>
<th>BER</th>
<th>Fm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Co-occurrences and $W$</td>
<td>0.473</td>
<td>0.412</td>
<td>0.439</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-occurrences and $W_{\text{min}}$</td>
<td>0.467</td>
<td>0.390</td>
<td>0.425</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-occurrences and $W_{\text{mean}}$</td>
<td>0.441</td>
<td>0.370</td>
<td>0.402</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-occurrences and $W_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>0.430</td>
<td>0.362</td>
<td>0.393</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content and TF-IDF</td>
<td>0.369</td>
<td>0.301</td>
<td>0.332</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.1. Terminology Extraction Using Language Models

Once the tags have been grouped, the representative terminology for each neuron can be extracted by analyzing the content of the tagged documents.

First, we group all the documents annotated with the tags of a neuron, and we generate a ranked list of terms. To accomplish this task, we decided to use language modeling techniques, due to their ability to order terms based on their relevance in a neuron in comparison to the whole collection (the whole set of neurons). The more relevant is a term in a neuron, and the less relevant it is in the rest of neurons, the best rank it will get in the list of that neuron. As a result, each neuron will be associated to a ranked list of its relevant terms.

Based on the assumption that the difference between the distribution of terms in a neuron and the distribution of the same terms in the whole set of neurons is an indicator of semantic difference, terms representing semantically a neuron are more likely to appear in such a neuron than in the rest.

Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) weighting function is a measure in statistics to quantify how close is a probability distribution $P$ to a model (or candidate) distribution $Q$. Cover and Thomas (1991). Therefore, the KLD weighting function is suitable for determining terms in a neuron diverging to the rest of neurons (see Equation 12).

$$KLD \text{ score} = P_n(t). \log \frac{P_n(t)}{P_m(t)}$$ (12)
where \( P_n \) is the probability of the term \( t \) in the neuron, and \( P_m(t) \) is the probability of \( t \) in the whole set of neurons.

KLD returns a value for each term in each neuron. Thus, we can infer how representative is a term for a neuron as compared to the rest of neurons. KLD scores were introduced to statistically reflect the goodness of the discrimination of a term towards the collection of documents. A smaller KLD score of a term means that the occurrence probability of the term in a neuron is closer to the occurrence probability of the term in the whole set of neurons, that is, the term is not discriminative to distinguish the tags associated to the neuron from the rest of neurons. A larger KLD score for a term means that occurrence probability of the term in that neuron is much higher than that of the term in the rest of neurons, showing that the term is discriminative. A good discriminative term must have a great contribution to the difference between a neuron and the rest.

The same process of terminology extraction for the neurons is also applied to tags, obtaining the relevant terms of each tag. Once we have the KLD scores, we can associate terms to a neuron or to a tag. As a result, we get a clustered tag cloud where every tag and neuron is associated to a list of relevant terms, helping the user understand the meaning of a tag, and providing further navigation possibilities (see Figures 3 and 4).

### 7.2. Qualitative Evaluation

Quantitative results of each of the algorithms and representations we used in our experiments allowed us to compare the scope of each of the methods. Nonetheless, we consider this evaluation approach is mainly useful as a comparative measure, where higher results implies better performance over the manual grouping. On the other hand, it is worthwhile noting that the manual classification process of tags did not consider the specific meaning each tag can represent in our collection, but only the most spread sense of the word; this makes the manual classification not to be collection-sensitive. Because of this, we believe that a qualitative evaluation can help to understand and complete the results beyond the comparison of the different proposed methods. In consequence, we conclude that our quantitative evaluation enables the comparison among clustering approaches, but the provided performance results could not be as good as they really are from a qualitative point of view.

With the aim of analyzing the extent to which the resulting tag cloud approaches to the reference solution, we present the tag cloud corresponding to the representation with the best results (see Figure 3) and perform a qualitative evaluation relying on the tag cloud enrichment (see Figure 4). An analysis of the resulting tag cloud shows the following ideas:

### Figure 3: Clustered tag cloud

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>0</th>
<th>linux</th>
<th>opensource</th>
<th>security</th>
<th>python</th>
<th>database</th>
<th>network</th>
<th>tools</th>
<th>code</th>
<th>netflix</th>
<th>google</th>
<th>search</th>
<th>blog</th>
<th>blogging</th>
<th>videos</th>
<th>fonts</th>
<th>user</th>
<th>design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>opensource</td>
<td>software</td>
<td>tools</td>
<td>blog</td>
<td>blogging</td>
<td>videos</td>
<td>fonts</td>
<td>user</td>
<td>design</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>python</td>
<td>database</td>
<td>network</td>
<td>tools</td>
<td>code</td>
<td>netflix</td>
<td>google</td>
<td>search</td>
<td>blog</td>
<td>blogging</td>
<td>videos</td>
<td>fonts</td>
<td>user</td>
<td>design</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>database</td>
<td>network</td>
<td>tools</td>
<td>code</td>
<td>netflix</td>
<td>google</td>
<td>search</td>
<td>blog</td>
<td>blogging</td>
<td>videos</td>
<td>fonts</td>
<td>user</td>
<td>design</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>tools</td>
<td>code</td>
<td>netflix</td>
<td>google</td>
<td>search</td>
<td>blog</td>
<td>blogging</td>
<td>videos</td>
<td>fonts</td>
<td>user</td>
<td>design</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>code</td>
<td>netflix</td>
<td>google</td>
<td>search</td>
<td>blog</td>
<td>blogging</td>
<td>videos</td>
<td>fonts</td>
<td>user</td>
<td>design</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>netflix</td>
<td>google</td>
<td>search</td>
<td>blog</td>
<td>blogging</td>
<td>videos</td>
<td>fonts</td>
<td>user</td>
<td>design</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>google</td>
<td>search</td>
<td>blog</td>
<td>blogging</td>
<td>videos</td>
<td>fonts</td>
<td>user</td>
<td>design</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>search</td>
<td>blog</td>
<td>blogging</td>
<td>videos</td>
<td>fonts</td>
<td>user</td>
<td>design</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>blog</td>
<td>blogging</td>
<td>videos</td>
<td>fonts</td>
<td>user</td>
<td>design</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>blogging</td>
<td>videos</td>
<td>fonts</td>
<td>user</td>
<td>design</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>videos</td>
<td>fonts</td>
<td>user</td>
<td>design</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where \( P_n \) is the probability of the term \( t \) in the neuron, and \( P_m(t) \) is the probability of \( t \) in the whole set of neurons.

KLD returns a value for each term in each neuron. Thus, we can infer how representative is a term for a neuron as compared to the rest of neurons. KLD scores were introduced to statistically reflect the goodness of the discrimination of a term towards the collection of documents. A smaller KLD score of a term means that the occurrence probability of the term in a neuron is closer to the occurrence probability of the term in the whole set of neurons, that is, the term is not discriminative to distinguish the tags associated to the neuron from the rest of neurons. A larger KLD score for a term means that occurrence probability of the term in that neuron is much higher than that of the term in the rest of neurons, showing that the term is discriminative. A good discriminative term must have a great contribution to the difference between a neuron and the rest.

The same process of terminology extraction for the neurons is also applied to tags, obtaining the relevant terms of each tag. Once we have the KLD scores, we can associate terms to a neuron or to a tag. As a result, we get a clustered tag cloud where every tag and neuron is associated to a list of relevant terms, helping the user understand the meaning of a tag, and providing further navigation possibilities (see Figures 3 and 4).

### 7.2. Qualitative Evaluation

Quantitative results of each of the algorithms and representations we used in our experiments allowed us to compare the scope of each of the methods. Nonetheless, we consider this evaluation approach is mainly useful as a comparative measure, where higher results implies better performance over the manual grouping. On the other hand, it is worthwhile noting that the manual classification process of tags did not consider the specific meaning each tag can represent in our collection, but only the most spread sense of the word; this makes the manual classification not to be collection-sensitive. Because of this, we believe that a qualitative evaluation can help to understand and complete the results beyond the comparison of the different proposed methods. In consequence, we conclude that our quantitative evaluation enables the comparison among clustering approaches, but the provided performance results could not be as good as they really are from a qualitative point of view.

With the aim of analyzing the extent to which the resulting tag cloud approaches to the reference solution, we present the tag cloud corresponding to the representation with the best results (see Figure 3) and perform a qualitative evaluation relying on the tag cloud enrichment (see Figure 4). An analysis of the resulting tag cloud shows the following ideas:
The resulting tag cloud shows that tags like *community* and *social*, grouped into the category *Society* in the manual classification, are surrounded by tags related to social networking, e.g. *twitter*, *collaboration* or *socialmedia*, and far away from other society-related tags, like *history*, *politics* or *green*. It looks like the real meaning of the tag *community* in this collection of documents refers to a group of users sharing interests, as used in computer science. In the same manner, the word *social* is used here in the context of social networking and not in the context of *Society*.

Every pair of tags with singular and plural forms of the same word are grouped in the same neuron (article/articles (3, 6), photo/photos (11, 1), tutorial/tutorials (6, 2), game/games (11, 5), video/videos (11, 7), recipe/recipes (11, 11), book/books (6, 11), blog/blogs (1, 11)), except *tool* and *tools* that are neighbors.

Tags with the same stem share neurons. This is the case of tag pairs like *photo* and *photography* (11, 1), *blog* and *blogging* (1, 11), *fun* and *funny* (11, 6), and *shop* and *shopping* (10, 11).

We assumed that tags in the *Others* category would be incorrectly grouped, since apparently they do not share any semantical relatedness. However, specifically in this collection, it seems that tags in the miscellanea category present a meaningful relation with tags from other categories:

- **2008**: it is spatially located with *news*, which seems to be a time-sensitive topic, and may be associated to temporal tags.
- **cool**: although it is alone, its closest neighbors refer to design-related topics, and *cool* seems to be a term of common usage in the design community.
- **toread**: being a tag that refers to resources that may be read in the future, it shares neuron with *article* and *articles*.
- **interesting**: this is another non-factual and subjective tag (like *cool*), that does not appear to be connected to any concrete community.

### 7.3. Applications

Creating lists of terms for each tag and neuron in a tag cloud may be useful for a handful of applications on social bookmarking systems: filtering by the desired topic and terms could be a good way to subscribe to a customized feed; finding collection-specific relations among tags allows to discover user communities, or even temporal trends; the new visualization improves the way in which users can explore the whole document collection; analyzing the evolution of tag relations over time could show interesting characteristics of each tag, e.g., whether a tag is temporarily popular.

These lists could help create a feed to receive pages annotated with a concrete tag, and containing a term within its content, e.g., a user could be interested in getting pages tagged with *education*, but only those pages containing the...
term “math”. In the same manner, the user could also subscribe to the feed associated to the entire neuron (including education, english, language, learning and teaching), but only those pages containing the term “math”. Figure 4 shows the terms ranked by relevance belonging to tag education and also the terms of the corresponding neuron. Thus, an analysis on tag evolution throughout time could be done based on the progressive map updates, e.g., a tag like news may vary its neighborhood due to the trends of the news in a specific period.

8. Conclusions and Outlook

Throughout this work we have explored the task of clustering tags in a tag cloud in order to improve access to the contents on social bookmarking sites. We have explored different representations for clustering tags finding groups of semantic similarities. Clustering tags by similarity helps users navigate through related contents in an easier way. Previous research relied on either tag co-occurrences or textual content to find relations among tags. To the best of our knowledge, there was neither a comparison of approaches based on co-occurrences and textual content, nor any benchmark dataset allowing to quantitatively evaluate the clustering results. In view of the increasing interest of researchers in finding semantic relations among tags, this work has filled these 2 gaps, comparing approaches based on co-occurrences and content, and presenting a benchmark social tagging dataset that includes a manual categorization that can be used as a ground truth for quantitative evaluation.

In the task of finding relations among tags, we have compared five different representations. We have used four different representations based on tag co-occurrences, and one based on textual content. We have built a set of input vectors, one per tag, containing the similarity values between the vector tag and the rest of the T140 tags. The four functions based on co-occurrences were chosen in order to establish a baseline for tag co-occurrence representation facing the comparison with the content-based representation, which is based on the TF-IDF term weighting function. We have also shown that the SOM is able to organize the tag cloud at least as good as classical clustering algorithms do, while allowing a visualization of the result.

Our results show that representing tags by co-occurrences yields more accurate clusters than representing them by content. In addition, the representations based on co-occurrences significantly reduce the computational cost of the process due to (i) the smaller number of features per vector, and (ii) the easier way to build those vectors. Among the 4 different functions to weight co-occurrences, two of them outperform the Jaccard similarity coefficient, which has been widely used to perform the task without exploring its appropriateness. On the other hand, we have complemented the analysis of the clustered results by resorting to qualitative criteria. The terminology extracted from the documents helped us to determine some cases where tags are used with meanings biased to the concrete dataset. We also proposed several applications of this terminology extraction to improve information access.

We believe that our dataset presents a reliable solution for researchers to build new approaches for finding tag relations while evaluating based on sound quantitative criteria. Likewise, our study provides insight about the appropriateness of different tag representations for finding relations among tags, paving the way to scientists and developers that deploy social bookmarking systems.

As future work, another level of organization could be reached expanding the clustering with a finer granularity level. Our clustered cloud shows neurons that contain tags, and each tag has a set of associated documents. We could work at the level of neurons, grouping documents corresponding to neuron tags. In this manner we would obtain document groups related to each neuron, providing a deeper level of organization and facilitating user navigation. Likewise, the terminology extraction process could provide a higher abstraction level, offering lists of terms for clusters, in addition to neurons and tags. Finally, considering overlappings of clusters would be interesting to evaluate the solutions.
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